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Video class available from 03/12/20  https://bbc.in/37pTkUI 

Language quiz 

Now let’s practise what you learned in the lesson! A, B or C – which is correct? 

 

Example 

That food ______ delicious! 

A) smells      B) is smelling      c) smell 

That food smells delicious! 

1. This is my son. He ______ 10 years old. 

A) is being      B) is     C) am 

 

2. I ______ what you’re saying but I don’t agree. 

A) see  B) am seeing   C) seeing 

 

3. You’re normally very sensible, so why ______ so silly today? 

A) be you      B) is you     C) are you being 

 

4. My friend can’t cook at all! His food ______ disgusting! 

A) is tasting   B) tastes      C) tasting 

 

5. If she wins the lottery, she’ll buy a new car. Then she will ______ 2 cars. 

A) have      B) be having      C) has 

 

6. I haven’t made a decision yet. I ______. 

A) still thinking      B) am still thinking     C) still think 

 

7. The suit Pedro is wearing ______ really nice; it suits him. 

A) looks      B) is looking      C) looking 

 

8. Fatima ______ a party tomorrow; you should come! 

A) have     B) has     C) is having 

Well done! Now you can check your answers at the bottom of the next page. 

https://bbc.in/37pTkUI
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Show what you can do: writing 

Now practise speaking with a friend! 

 

Work with a friend and read the sentences together. Find the sentences 

with the mistakes and correct them. 

 

A 

1) I’m seeing my doctor tomorrow. 

2) My children are growing up so fast; they’re being so tall now! 

3) I’ll take an umbrella. I am thinking it will rain tonight. 

4) The chef always tastes his food before serving it. 

 

B 

1) I’m having 2 dogs and a cat. 

2) The tallest person I know is being 6 foot 7. 

3) I look more like my father than my mother. 

4) The chicken is smelling terrible!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answers to exercise on page 1 

1. B – This is my son. He is 10 years old. 

2. A – I see what you are saying, but I don’t agree. 

3. C – You’re normally very sensible, so why are you being so silly today? 

4. B – My friend can’t cook at all. His food tastes disgusting! 

5. A – If she wins the lottery, she will buy a new car. Then she will have 2 

cars. 

6. B – I haven’t made a decision yet. I am still thinking. 

7. A – The suit Pedro is wearing looks really nice. It really suits him. 

8. C – Fatima is having a party tomorrow. You should come! 


